Abstract: The formation of dissipative cavity solitons in microresonators provides an efficient process for ultrashort pulse synthesis and mode-locking of Kerr frequency combs. However, as dissipative cavity solitons arise spontaneously from a continuous-wave pump, deterministically controlling the number of intracavity solitons remains challenging to date. In this paper, we propose an efficient yet easy way to access single cavity soliton formation in microresonators via inverse-Kelly sideband generation in Kerr comb spectrum. Our method only requires fixed-speed unidirectional pump frequency sweeping to achieve single soliton state, avoiding complex pump scanning trajectory and high frequency pump modulation. Moreover, we report on the determinacy of single-soliton generation using the proposed method; statistic analysis shows that excellent determinacy as high as 98.7% is achieved.
Introduction
Kerr frequency comb generated in high quality-factor microresonators has been a research hotspot since its inception [1] . Thanks to its outstanding features including wide spectrum range [2] , [3] , low noise [4] - [6] , tiny footprint and low cost [7] , Kerr comb is considered as the most promising technique for integrated frequency comb source, and its applications have already been demonstrated in highspeed optical communication [8] , radio frequency oscillator [9] , and optical clock [10] . On the other side, unlike mode-locked laser based frequency combs, the Kerr comb lines do not inherently possess regular phase relationships, thus auxiliary measures are needed to achieve Kerr comb mode-locking and pulse synthesis in microresonators [11] - [13] . To date the most efficient method for Kerr comb mode-locking is based on the generation of dissipative cavity soliton (DCS) [11] , [12] . Succinctly, by properly sweeping the pump laser frequency across a cavity resonance, DCSs are spontaneously formed and stabilized via the double balances between cavity decay and parametric gain, and between cavity dispersion and Kerr nonlinear phase modulation [11] . Unfortunately, however, before reaching stable cavity soliton state, Kerr comb needs to go through a chaotic stage (as the result of nonlinear interactions among different sub comb families) [14] , during which the 2 and n, extracting from the transmission calculated using (1) . In the calculation t 1 is fixed at 0.992.
influence of initial random noise is magnified, and resultantly the ultimate number of DCSs generated in the microresonator and the corresponding Kerr comb spectrum suffer from non-determinacy.
For most of practical applications, it is imperative to deterministically generate single soliton Kerr comb with smooth sech 2 spectrum envelope and single free-spectral range (FSR) mode spacing [15] - [18] . In principal, to achieve single soliton state, specialized mechanism needs to be implemented to let different DCSs reside in different environments so that they can be excluded or maintained selectively [17] , [18] . It has been proposed that such mechanism can be implemented by modulating a continuous-wave pump laser at the frequency equal to cavity FSR [17] , or by sweeping the pump frequency "backward" and pushing the DCSs to the breathing state, so that to facilitate discrete soliton annihilations under the effect of thermal nonlinearity [18] . However, these prior schemes either involve high frequency laser modulation, or require complex pump scanning trajectory, making the practical realization of single soliton Kerr comb still a challenging process. In this paper, we propose an efficient yet easy way to access single soliton state via the generation of inverse-Kelly sideband in Kerr comb spectrum. Our method only requires fixed-speed unidirectional pump frequency sweeping, and is able to achieve single soliton state with excellent determinacy.
Controllable GVD Jump Via Double-Ring Structure
The proposed device structure is sketched in Fig. 1(a) , which utilizes a double-ring structure consisting of two high-Q Si 3 N 4 resonators: a main ring and an auxiliary ring. The main ring has a larger circumference (L m ) and is connected to a bus waveguide from which pump laser enters the cavity; the auxiliary ring has a much smaller circumference (L a ) and is mutually coupled with the main ring. E i and E o are the input and output light field respectively; E mn (m = 1, 2, 3; n = a, b) denote the light fields before and after the two couplers between the bus waveguide, main ring and auxiliary ring (see detailed derivation in the Appendix section). Quantitatively, for the proposed device the transmission between E i and E o can be expressed as:
Herein
is the effective refractive index of the main ring (auxiliary ring), and t 1 (t 2 ) denotes the transmission rate between the main ring and the bus waveguide (auxiliary ring), and both rings are assumed to have the same propagation loss α i . As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the effect of the auxiliary ring is to add an extra shift to the main ring resonance. It is known that the group velocity dispersion (GVD) of a microcavity is characterized by its resonance frequencies following the relation: D 2 = 2(ω μ − ω 0 − μD 1 )/μ 2 , D 1 denotes the main ring cavity FSR, ω 0 is the angular frequency of the pumped resonance, and ω μ is the angular frequency of the μ-th resonance with respect to the pumped resonance [19] . Obviously, the auxiliary 
ring can cause local change of the main ring GVD. As will be discussed in the following paragraphs, in our scheme the pump laser for Kerr comb generation should be set adjacent to the affected main ring resonance (i.e., μ = 1), then the local GVD change introduced by the auxiliary ring is In our study, we also neglect mode-coupling induced GVD jump, such issue can be circumvented by waveguide width modulating of Si 3 N 4 resonators [22] , [23] .
Enhance Single-Soliton Generation Via Inverse-Kelly Sideband
To illustrate how D c facilitates single soliton Kerr comb mode-locking, we utilize the Lugiato-Lefever Equation (LLE) to model the Kerr comb dynamics in microresonators [15] , [24] , [25] :
In (2), t R is the round trip time of the main ring resonantor, t is the slow time describing the evolution of the intracavity light field envelope E(t, τ) at the scale of the cavity photon lifetime, τ is the fast time defined in a reference frame moving at the light group velocity in the resonator. α is the total cavity delay per roundtrip, and δ 0 is the detuning between the pump laser frequency and its closest cavity resonance, γ is the effective nonlinear coefficient, and θ is the coupling rate from the bus waveguide to the main ring resonator. β 2 denotes the overall GVD of the main ring resonator, and in (3) the local GVD jump (D c ) caused by the auxiliary ring is included when ω = ω 1 . To study the comb dynamics, (2) is numerically calculated using Split-Step Fourier method with step size of t R . The parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 1 . 3 × 10 −5 /t R . As shown in Fig. 2(a) , for the case D c = 0, while the pump frequency scans from blue-detuned to red-detuned regime, Kerr comb consecutively goes through the stable modulation instability state (SMI), unstable modulation instability state (UMI), unstable cavity soliton state (UCS) and eventually reaches the stable cavity soliton state (SCS) [26] . However, it is seen that, the number of initial DCSs is generated stochastically during the chaotic intermediate stage (UMI and UCS), and after reaching SCS state it is impossible to control their numbers and locations [15] . On the contrary, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , when D c is set at 500 MHz in the adjacent cavity resonance to the pump (mode 1), we see that single soliton state is achieved automatically after about 22˜000t R . We repeated hundreds of simulations triggered by different initial noise, similar single soliton formations are achieved for most of the runs (analysis on the determinacy will be presented in later paragraphs).
We next elaborate on how D c drives Kerr comb towards single soliton state. Basically, during comb evolution the effect of D c is to impose a discrete phase-mismatching at the corresponding cavity resonance [27] , [28] , in which the comb line is individually modified, resulting in slow temporal fluctuation of the intracavity waveform background. Fig. 2(c) shows the snapshot intracavity waveform at the 7500th roundtrip, although the comb waveform still consists of unstable cavity soliton pulses (UCS state), fluctuation of the background can be evidently observed. Moreover, since D c is next to the pump laser, the induced waveform fluctuation (one period per t R ) is much slower than the soliton pulses. Intriguingly, as seen in Fig. 2(d) , after the comb waveform entering SCS state (at ∼12 000th roundtrip), a much clearer background modulation pattern is generated beneath three cavity solitons, letting different solitons stand on different background positions. Consequently, as the pump detuning further increases, different soliton pulses annihilate discretely and single soliton state is achieved after about 22˜000t R , as shown in Fig. 2(e) . Correspondingly, the comb spectrum evolves to sech 2 envelop with one suppressed comb line caused by D c , as shown in Fig. 2(h) . The above dynamics is reminiscent of Kelly sideband generation of periodically perturbed cavity solitons in fiber soliton lasers [29] . In our case, the periodic perturbation is imposed via D c as described above. Unlike the fiber laser scenario, here the sideband is suppressed instead of amplified, as D c always causes an extra phase-mismatching in adjacent of the pumped resonance where phase-matching is inherently good, thus forming an inverse-Kelly sideband. Moreover, it is observed from Fig. 2(b) that the soliton pulse automatically stabilizes on a fixed position of the intracavity background, indicating mutual phase matching between the soliton and inverse-Kelly sideband. In principle, D c can be considered as a slight third-order dispersion (TOD), which causes group velocity change of the cavity soliton [30] . Meanwhile, the temporal background fluctuation induced by inverse-Kelly sideband imposes a monotonous phase gradient and instantaneous frequency shift to the intracavity solitons, which also affect their group velocity [31] . In Fig. 2(b) , the soliton stabilizes when the influence of D c and the background fluctuation balances out each other. Particularly, here D c = 500 MHz in mode 1 corresponding to a positive TOD, which decelerates the soliton pulse [30] . On the other hand, the DCS resides on the rising edge of the modulated background [blue line in Fig. 2(e) ], which causes blue frequency shift and accelerate the DCS in the anomalous GVD microresonator. These two opposite phase gradients offset each other, stabilizing the soliton pulses. To confirm our explanation, Fig. 2 (e) also shows the simulated waveform when D c = 500 MHz happens in mode -1 [green line in Fig. 2(e) ], which adds a negative TOD. This time we observe that the soliton stabilizes on the falling edge of the intracavity background, cancelling out the negative TOD imposed by D c in mode -1.
Besides, it is known that thermal effect plays an important role in practical generation of DCS in microresonators. Fig. 3(a) shows the evolution of intracavity comb power corresponding to the dynamics shown in Fig. 2(b) . It is seen that, while the pump sweeping through the cavity resonance, the intracavity power exhibit typical step-like signature associated with DCS annihilations. By choosing a proper tuning speed of pump frequency, the heating of microresonator can be tolerated by the thermal dissipation with ambient atmosphere [11] . Moreover, as indicated in Fig. 3(b) , at single soliton state, the high peak power soliton pulse is effectively blue-detuned, while the low power background is effectively red-detuned, and the overall light field inside the cavity is blue-detuned [confirmed by the positive slope of power evolution in Fig. 3(a) ], therefore the microresonator maintains thermal stability [11] , [32] . Comparing with prior single soliton schemes [16] - [18] , our proposal utilizes fixed-speed unidirectional pump frequency scanning with simple thermal dynamics, enhancing its applicability and reliability in practical implementation.
We next proceed to exam the proposed single soliton scheme in a wider parameter space of δ 0 and D c , which represent the most important factors that define the existence range of DCSs [11] , [15] . Fig. 4(a) shows the number of intracavity pulses generated under different values of δ 0 and D c , calculated from the LLE model in (2) . Particularly, when δ 0 is small (<0.03), Kerr comb stays in SMI and UMI states where random pulse numbers (not DCS) remain large regardless of the values of D c . Differently, when Kerr comb enters SCS states (>0.035), the number of DCS decreases as the increase of δ 0 and D c , and we see distinct boundaries between the multiple soliton and single soliton regimes. Fig. 4(b) shows the intracavity waveforms belonging to different parameter spaces. It is seen that, for bigger D c , the intracavity background fluctuation caused by inverse-Kelly sideband becomes more prominent; meanwhile with bigger δ 0 , the background level becomes weaker (closer to the lower boundary for supporting DCS) [11] . Both effects lead to severer soliton annihilations and push Kerr comb towards single soliton state. An exceptive area appears for small positive D c values where no DCS is generated. In this area, D c produces normal GVD and leads to dispersive-wave like comb line with enhanced amplitude and unlocked phase with the soliton, causing excessive fluctuation of the intracavity waveform and collapsing all intracavity DCSs and the whole comb [33] .
Finally, to demonstrate the determinacy of the proposed single soliton scheme, Fig. 4(c) shows the histograms of DCS numbers generated using different parameter. Each histogram consists of 1000 LLE realizations triggered by different initial noises. For D c = 0, δ 0 = 0.065, the number of DCS varies dramatically, as has been explained in Fig. 2(a) . For D c = 500 MHz, δ 0 = 0.065, 71.5% of the realizations achieve single soliton state while the other realizations end up with zero DCS. The appearance of zero-DCS indicates that the effect of inverse-Kelly sideband is too strong that for some realizations (10.1%) all initial DCSs collapsed before achieving resonant circulating with the sideband. Based on this observation, we find that best determinacy of single soliton generation is achieved by using big δ 0 and small D c . With small D c , the effect of inverse-Kelly sideband only introduce weak background fluctuation; meanwhile with big δ 0 , the pump background level is close to its lower boundary, so that even modest background fluctuation can exclude most of the DCSs and ultimately drive the Kerr comb to single soliton state. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , with D c = 10 MHz, δ 0 = 0.068, up to 98.7% of the realizations achieve single soliton state. The remaining uncertainty is attributed to those rare cases, for example, if the two initial DCSs are equally separated, then the comb line adjacent to the pump (where D c applies) is inherently suppressed, making D c lose its efficacy.
Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed a novel method for single soliton formation in microresonator via inverse-Kelly sideband generation in Kerr comb spectrum. Our method only requires fixed-speed unidirectional frequency sweeping of a continuous-wave pump laser, enabling more convenient and reliable single soliton generation than prior schemes. By choosing right parameter values, excellent determinacy as high as 98.7% is achieved for single soliton state implementation.
Appendix
The Derivation of Transmission for the Double-Ring Structure For the coupled ring structure shown in Fig. 1(a) , the interaction of the straight waveguide and the main ring can be described by the matrix relation:
t 1 and κ 1 denotes the transmission and coupling rate between the main ring and the bus waveguide, respectively. Here we assume the waveguide-ring coupling is lossless so that:
Solving (A1), we have:
The light wave propagation in the main ring can be expressed as:
where φ 1 = (2πn m f/c − i α i )L m /2, n m is the effective refractive index of the main ring, L m is the circumference of the main ring with propagation loss α i . Using the same procedure as above, the coupling between the main ring and auxiliary ring is:
Substituting (A3) and (A4) into (A5), we have: 
